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Mr. Chairman, 

 

1. On behalf of the delegation of the Kingdom of Thailand, I wish to express 

my appreciation to the United Nations Secretary-General for his initiative to 

host the first High-level UN Conference on Counter-Terrorism. I wish to 

commend Under-Secretary-General Voronkov for his leadership of the 

newly established United Nations Office of Counter-Terrorism. We also 

recognize Mr. Jurgen Stock, Secretary-General of INTERPOL for his role 

in moderating this session. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

 
2. Since 2017, Southeast Asia has been experiencing an influx of Foreign 

Terrorist Fighter (FTF) returnees. Security agencies in the region have 

observed that returnees in some cases acquire fraudulent documents and 

passports from transnational criminal syndicates in order to evade 

interception.  

 

3. Thailand is a transportation hub in Southeast Asia with nine international 

airports and many international border checkpoints. In 2017, we received 

more than 30 million tourists and 40 million travelers transiting through the 

country. Thailand is firmly committed to preventing and countering 

terrorism in all its forms, particularly in implementing relevant UNSC 

resolutions including resolution 2178 (2014) and 2396 (2017). 

 

4. We have indeed detected and deported many FTFs passing through Thailand 

within the past ten years. Thailand has a clear policy direction related to 

FTFs guided by the National Security Council. Such policy aims to  

(1) link databases of national security agencies concerned with the main 



 

 

database system related to FTFs operated by the Royal Thai Police, (2) link 

some aspects of our database with the I-Twenty-four-seven (I-24/7) 

INTERPOL database, and (3) initiate the collection of comprehensive 

biometric information for all entering and transiting persons to the Kingdom. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

5. In conclusion, I wish to share a few points on how we can better address the 

threats from FTFs.  

6. First, we need to promote a more efficient platform for timely intelligence 

and information sharing to detect suspected FTF movements. Getting 

credible and timely information can enhance our response. It is necessary to 

consolidate our domestic online terrorist database with international 

databases such as the INTERPOL’s I-24/7 platform.   

7.  Second, the Kingdom of Thailand is of the view that international 

cooperation and assistance remain crucial to building adequate capacity for 

Member States to address the threats from FTF movements, especially the 

mass movement of FTFs from ISIL’s formerly occupied territories. 

8. Last but not least, building a culture of tolerance and moderation as well as 

addressing root causes such as poverty, lack of education, political and social 

exclusion, are also very crucial. We can deny terrorists the ability to recruit 

their new members if we address these root causes and strengthen global 

action to prevent violent extremism. We must also invest our efforts in the   

rehabilitation and reintegration of former offenders in a sustainable manner.   

9.  I thank you Mr. Chairman.  

 

********* 


